As the age of Victoria drew to its close, the gentleman's private library became an increasingly fraught topos in British and American literature and culture. For while writers like Matthew Arnold had fought to maintain a privileged place for literature within a culture whose reading habits had suddenly become far more "practical," many Victorians quickly began to fetishize not literature per se but the physical book itself-not the contents but the container. It is by now commonplace to say that in essays like "The Study of Poetry" Arnold makes fetish objects out of short snatches of verse; a methodology like his use of poetic "touchstones" makes it possible to conceive of the literary field as coming in small denominations, the "loose change" of literary capital. On a small scale, this kind of approach results logically in the literary anthology, a compendium or short-cut to culture; on the larger scale, this logic gives us the gentleman's library, stuffed with books with their pages uncut-on show quite explicitly, everything in its right place.
nineteenth century had become the somewhat abased "work of art in the age of mechanical reproduction" that Benjamin analyzes. Thus the physical book as a marker of cultural prestige was imperiled during the late decades of the nineteenth century; and the rise of rare book collecting and limited edition printings, such as those made by William Morris's Kelmscott Press, can be seen as a natural response to this anxiety about books as both symbolic and cultural capital. Indeed, in The Theory of the Leisure Class Thorstein Veblen adduces the "uselessness" of the Kelmscott editions as a prime example of his notion of "conspicuous consumption":
The Kelmscott Press reduced the matter to an absurdity-as seen fiom the point of v i m of brute serviceability alone-by issuing books for modern use, edited with the obsolete spelling, printed in black-letter, and bound in limp vellum fitted with thongs. As afirther characteristic feature which fixes the economic place of artistic bookmaking, there is the fact that these more elegant books are, at their best, printed in limited editions. A limited edition is in effect a guarantee-somewhat crude, it is true-that this book is scarce and that it therefore is costly and lends pecuniary distinction fo its consumer. (163-64)
Veblen's theory maintains that "conspicuous consumption of valuable goods is a means of reputability to the gentleman of leisure" (75); more important for our purposes, however, is Veblen's belief, which he calls "pecuniary emulation," that "the observance of these standards, in some degree of approximation, becomes incumbent upon all classes lower in the scale.. .. The result is that the members of each stratum accept as their ideal of decency the scheme of life in vogue in the next higher stratum, and bend their energies to live up to that ideal" (84). Thus the building up of a great personal library becomes a desideratum not just for the gentleman of leisure, but also for the would-be gentleman who has neither the leisure time nor the education to read those volumes with profit, nor the disposable income to acquire those volumes without real economic hardship. The insistent and ostentatious way in which the Petkoffs drop allusions to their library in Shaw's Arms and the Man (1894) is a good comic example:
CATHERINE. You are a barbarian at heart still, Paul. I hope you behaved yourself before all those Xussiizn oficers.
PETKOFF. I did my best. I took care to let them know that we had a library. CATHERINE. Ah; but you didnt tell them that we have an electric bell in it? 1 have had one put up. (43)
Thus while thinkers like Arnold were making the case for what Richard Rorty has called "the inspirational value of great works of literatureM-and even more than this, in some versions, the frankly sanctifying value of literature-that gospel was crudely translated by up-and-coming Victorian and Edwardian would-be gentlemen into the redemptive power of books qua books. Culture with a capital "C," as we'll explore below, is something that the school system, booksellers, and commodity marketers of all kinds suggest can be bought: but it's finally ineffable, like the "tact" that Matthew Arnold says allows one to read and properly appreciate literature. As he writes in the introduction to Culture and Anarchy, "many bookmen'" are "futile," and "books and reading often prove ... helpless ... for bringing nearer to perfection those who use them" (5) . Books, then-while absolutely necessary-are by no means sufficient; the easier access to the symbolic capital represented by privately owned books made it all the more likely that those not born into literary culture would mistake this symbolic for cultural capital, as the end in itself rather than a means to that end. For symbolic capital is static, capital on display; cultural capital is realized only in social exchange of the most subtle kind.
What we see play out during the transition from Victorian to modernist literary culture is a fundamental confusion of the container for the contents. The latter, the contents, can potentially redound to what Bourdieu calls cultural capital, which his editor Randal Johnson defines as "a form of knowledge, an internalized code or a cognitive acquisition which equips the social agent with empathy towards, appreciation for or competence in deciphering cultural relations and cultural artefacts" (Bourdieu, Field 7) . The other, the physical book, represents at best symbolic capital, described by Bourdieu as "economic or political capital that is disavowed, misrecognized and thereby recognized, hence legitimate, a 'credit' which, under certain conditions, and always in the long run, guarantees 'economic' profit" (Field 75); but with the late nineteenth-century profusion of cheap editions, only certain special, limited-edition books could qualify even for this distinction. The rise of the gentleman's library in the Victorian period is a concrete, if somewhat nervous, sign of the commodification of literary capital; precisely because the reading texts of a Kelmscott and Penguin edition of Chaucer are functionally equivalent, their shells take on an eery significance.
Books, in short, were under a lot of pressure when literary modernism was beginning to take shape; and the library in the private home-the so-called "gentfeman's library"-was the node through which a number of conflicting ideologies and energies passed. For argument's sake, we might divide the pressures on highbrow literature of the modernist era into three primary types: changes in the reading public, changes in the free circulation of books, and changes in book publishing.
Perhaps the strongest pressure on book culture vexing modernist private libraries was the rise of what Richard Altick famously called the "English common reader." W. E. Forster's education bill of 1870 consolidated the literacy gains in England of the previous two decades, ensuring that these benefits would extend to the least privileged of English citizens; 97.2 percent of men and 96.8 percent of women marrying in the year 1900 were "literate," compared to 69.3 percent of men and 54.8 percent of women at mid-century. Altick is quick to caution that we not lean too heavily on these data; "literate," for the purposes of these figures, means only that the subject was able to sign his or her name on the marriage register (170). But, while clearly nothing like 95 percent of the British public was functionalfy literate by contemporary standards at the turn of the twentieth century, just as clearly the fraction of British citizens able to read and write was growing at a remarkable rate. And as Bourdieu's work demonstrates quite forcefully, such social gains are always experienced by the cultural elite as bittersweet.
A second pressure, logically related to the first, is the gradual shift from "circulation," or "fee," libraries, to "free" libraries. In 1849, the Public Libraries Committee of the House of Commons was established and began its work; a bill establishing rate-supported public libraries was passed in the following year. To be sure, access to free public libraries is still somewhat limited during the modernist period; but increasingly, motivated readers can get around the cultural gatekeepers who would have barred their entrance just one generation earlier.
Testimony given before the Public Libraries Committee in 1849 made clear just how widely the open access requirements of British public libraries were being ignored; at one of the libraries examined, only one "studious person" had applied in the previous eighteen months for permission to read, and "after three or four days he 'left in despair'" (Altick 215) . Between 1897 and 1913, on the other hand, 225 libraries were established in England and Wales; by the close of the century, with the advent of tax rate-supported libraries, it is estimated that "the annual circulation of all public libraries in the United Kingdom was . . . between thirty and forty million volumes," owing in large part to the philanthropic work of Andrew Carnegie (Altick 227, 239) : On this side of the Atlantic his gifts were perhaps even more generally in evidence, as he "funded the construction of 1,689 libraries in 1,419 communities throughout the United States between 1893 and 1919" (Basbanes 365) . Not only, then, can the average man or woman in the street now read; he or she can gain entrance to free public libraries, as well. Together, these two developments lead to an increasing fetishization of the private, home library, for those who can afford to establish one: a place where cultural and symbolic capital are guarded by economic capital, and heavy oak doors. Turn-ofthe-century man of letters Augustine Birrell made no apologies for his disdain of public libraries: "A public library must always be an abomination. To enjoy a book, you must own it" (3: 243).
Finally, the introduction of cheap book reprint series and the ascendancy of the paperback had a profound effect on the scene of reading and the modes of book collecting in early modernism. For example, Sir Walter Scott's Kenilworth was originally published in 1821 for 31s.6d.; it was reprinted at just 1s. in 1862 and in 1874, after the expiration of copyright, it was brought out in a 3d. paperbound edition. Even adjusting for inflation, this represents a price reduction on the order of 150-fold. In the early twentieth century, the accelerating pace of technological change made inexpensive editions more and more readily available; J. M. Dent's Everyman's Library Series, founded in 1906, took its name not only from the medieval morality play but from the newly literate democratic citizen whom Dent hoped to bring into the discussion of culture, through attractive and well-made clothbound classics, at one shilling a volume. Alongside the democratizing of book publishing came important developments in for-fee book lending and book selling; Altick points out that the same year, 1852, "saw If, at the beginning of the Victorian period, books alone were certain good, a bulwark against Philistinism and cultural anarchy, by the start of modernism they are no longer: for a seeming army of newly literate, newly educated British citizens have access to good books, indeed the Great Books, at free public libraries, or in handsome pocket editions at quite modest prices. Cultural capital, suddenly, seemed poised to break free from symbolic and economic capital, and to become freely available to all. This was not a development welcomed in all quarters.
Though it had gradually come to signify something rather different by the start of the modernist period, the private home library continued to be an important focus for the discussion of literary and cultural values. One of the earliest modernist texts to hold questions of literary and cultural capital u p to careful scrutiny is E. Ivf. Forsterfs Howards End (1910) , a novel which is, amongst other things, about the desperate thirst for the kind of cultural capital a good library might bestow-and about how that very desperation puts cultural capital tantalizingly but definitively out of reach of the working-class seeker. Leonard Bast is one of modern fiction's most notorious culture vultures, reading Ruskin's The Stones of Venice, for instance, in his small, poorly lit flat; he seems not to understand however, as Forster quite clearly does--or perhaps, more darkly, Bast cannot admit to himself-that at some level Ruskin never intended the book for his improvement. In Distinction, Bourdieu comments upon the paradox of the petit bourgeois subject hoping to "improve" himself through a carefully calculated series of cultural attainments: Cultural capital "counts," brings a return on investment, only to the degree that it is sublimated, becomes unconscious; in culture as in finance (in J. P. Morgan's formulation), "if you have to ask how much it costs, you can't afford it." In Nowards End the models of this almost instinctual investment style are the Schlegel sisters, who long ago read all the books that one ought to have read, but don't even see their accomplishment as an accomplishment: it is so foundational in their cultural formation as to be nearly invisible. Bast recognizes this about them, immediately: "With an hour at lunch and a few shattered hours in the evening, how was it possible to catch up with leisured women who had been reading steadily from chifdhood?" (41). Then too, there is a breezy intellectual profligacy about the Schlegel sisters that Bast doesn't recognize as desirable, so far is he from having achieved their kind of leisure; he literally cannot afford to make investments of precious leisure time that will not in some manner or another repay him.
These two very different attitudes toward cultural investment are made painfully evident when Leonard makes his second trip to visit the Schlegels at Wickham Place; Bast's performance there is precisely, as Bourdieu would have it, "avid but anxious." Attempting to garner cultural credit for the strategic4 reading he has done, he begins by asking Margaret whether she has read George Meredith's The Ordeal of Richard Feverel, in answer to which he receives merely a nod. Bast proceeds rapidly to lose ground with successive middlebrow allusions to R. L. Stevenson's Prince Otto and E. V . Lucas's Open Road-at the mention of which, according to Forster's narrator, "culture closed in again" (123). Thus on those occasions when, without any reliable investment advice, Bast has nevertheless in fact put his capital into the right funds-such as his reading The Ordeal of Richard Feverel-that investment is essentially overlooked by his genuinely cultured interlocutor, seen as the kind of uncompensated prerequisite to cultured conversation that "goes without saying." But when he has invested badly-and apparently he often has, with Stevenson, Lucas, "Jeffries . . . Borrow, Thoreau, and sorrow" (125)-Helen Schlegel and her brother Tibby cannot suppress a gentle groan. Bast is eager, above all, to attain recognition for his cultural achievements: "His brain might be full of names," our narrator tells us, "he might have even heard of Monet and Debussy; the trouble was that he could not string them together into a sentence, he could not make them 'tell"' (41). In Bast's understanding, culture is something like a game of Read & Tell; but the Schlegel sisters understand, implicitly, that a lady (or a gentleman, in the event) never tells.
Leonard Bast has been working hard to prepare for this ultimately failed meeting with the Schlegels-if not this particular meeting, certainly one very like it, which he has imagined for a very long time-and he has been carefully preparing himself, swotting in his necessarily very limited private library. Completely alone-though watched, secretly, by the reader-Bast makes quite a production of reading his R~s k i n :~ 1HIe went back to the sitting-room, settled himself anew, and began to read a volume of Ruskin. "Seven miles to the north of Venice-"
According to De Certeau's well-known distinction, Bast's investments are precisely "strategic," rather than the "tactical" cultural investments that would, given his position of weakness, be necessary for him to attain true cultural capital. See "'Making Do': Uses and Tactics," in The Practice of Everyday Life.
The scene bears more than a passing resemblance to that which closes Joyce's story " A Little Cloud" (Dubliners, 1914): a man comes home from a day at work to spare living quarters, fitted out with furniture he does not own, skeptically examines a Framed photograph of his wifellover, and retreats to the world of Literaturein the case of Joyce's Little Chandler, the first poem in Lord Byron's collected poems, "On the Death of a Young Lady." Though Joyce's story was finished in 1906 it was not, like some of the others, published serially before book publication: Forster and Joyce would seem to have elaborated these scenarios independently. Though not usually credited with the kind of stealthy stylistic maneuvers that characterize the texts of writers like Conrad, Ford, and Joyce, Forster here tells us a great deal about Leonard Bast's relationship to culture with a very few carefully chosen words. To begin with the obvious, Bast does his reading in the sitting-room: He is far too poor, of course, to have built anything like a formal library in his shabby flat, a domestic space that Forster, himself sounding rather like Ruskin, describes as striking "that shallow makeshift note that is so often heard in the modem dwelling-place" (50). Next, we might notice the way that Bast's reading is specified: he's not reading "Ruskin," and not The Stones of Venice, but rather "a volume of Ruskin." We can work out that his is not a library copy but probably the Everyman's Library edition of Stones of Venice brought out by Dent in 1907, at Is. per volume, in a three-volume set; whether Bast has bought all three volumes, or instead only the second (and most popular, or "famous") volume, "Sea-Stories," which contains the description of Torcello, we cannot tell.
How perfectly the famous chapter opens! How supreme its command of admonition and of poetry!
The "Torcello" chapter is "famous," in Bast's artless phrase, in one sense because after the technical heavy sledding of volume 1, "Foundations," and the first chapter of volume 2, a "designedly preliminary travelogue," "Torcello" is the first chapter in which the reader's patience is finally repaid with Ruslun's prose at its most magi~terial.~ As Sara Atwood has pointed out, another way to understand Bast's description of the chapter as "famous" is to assume that Bast is reading The Stones of Venice not in its original three-volume edition but rather in the abridged two-volume "Traveler's Edition" brought out in 1879, intended primarily as a tourist's guide to the Venetian sites made famous by Ruskin; in that edition "Torcello" is the third chapter of the first volume, preceded only by "The Quarry" and "The Throne." If this is the volume Bast holds in his hand-and unfortunately, the details are too sketchy for us to determine-Forster may have intended a further irony, since Bast of all people has no chance whatever of himself treading the stones of Venice (though he would no doubt find the practical design of the edition attractive). Either way Bast has spent a significant portion of his meager wages on a book that subtly condemns him to his poverty.
Surely we are meant as well to detect dramatic irony in the discrepancy between what Bast reads and what he wants to take away from it; the unremarkable first seven words of Ruskinfs chapter on Torcello hardly warrant the encomium Bast awards them ("admonition" and "poetry"!). He goes on to I owe this insight to Herbert Tucker, horn the VICTORIA discussion list.
complete the chapter's first sentence, and later the second, while we observe him, but here he bogs down. Although Bast's admiration of Ruskin is arrived at second hand-rather than "knowing" or even "believing" Ruskin to be "the greatest master of English Prose" (and note the way the capital letter in "prose" hypostasizes the concept), Bast merely "understood him to be"-still he has decided that modeling his own writing on Ruskin's will be a wise investment. As he tries to adapt Ruskin's prose to the prosaic setting of his own flat, however, he cannot make Ruskin "tell"-his environment will bear no description more exalted than "My flat is dark as well as stuffy" (51).7 Situated as he is, both geographically and economically, The Stones of Venice makes little real sense to Bast-he cannot make it "tell"; and loathe though he is to admit it, eventually he realizes that he has been trying to imitate "the voice of one who had never been dirty or hungry, and had not even guessed successfully what dirt and hunger are" (52). Before the Great Books movement is properly born (in programs like John Erskine's General Honors at Columbia, started in 1921), Forster was clearly skeptical of the ability of a Great Books ideology, especially among autodidacts like Bast, to level cultural hierarchies.
Bast has chosen Ruskin, and The Stones of Venice-and even volume 2, chapter 2-because (as Forster's free indirect discourse reveals) it is "famous." No small part of the leisure enjoyed by what Veblen calls "the leisure class" is the luxury, to paraphrase Arnold in Culture and Anarchy, of "reading as one likes." In Howards End, Tibby is the great exemplar of this approach; as if his reading of Walter Savage Landor's Imaginary Conversations were still too practical, too predictable, he moves on to Oxford to study Chinese and eat puddings: "Tibby neither wished to strengthen the position of the rich nor to improve that of the poor, and so was well content to watch the elms nodding behind the mildly embattled parapets of Magdalen" (261-62). For those whose fathers, and fathers' fathers, have invested wisely, no petty domestic or intellectual economies are now required; as Gus Kahn and Raymond B. Egan were to put it so memorably in "Ain't We Got Fun?" (1921) , "There's nothing surer: / The rich get rich and the poor get poorer." For example Helen Schlegel, guilt ridden over the fact that a business "tip" that she and Margaret had passed on from Henry Wilcox has left Leonard Bast out of work and out on the street, attempts to settle all her savings onto the Basts, including her Nottingham and Derby Railway shares, which she liquidates. When Leonard refuses the gift, however, Helen reluctantly reinvests the money "and, owing to the good advice of her stockbrokers, became rather richer than she had been before" (268). The rich get richer, indeed; Helen literally can't give it away, and ends up profiting in spite of herself.
His copy of The Stones of Venice is clearly one of Bast's prized possessions; we learn, on first being introduced to his flat, that "of all the objects that encumbered it, none were his own except the photograph frame, the Cupids, and the books" (50). But Leonard Bast seeks earnestly not just for symbolic capital, but cultural capital; and yet his search is doomed, as Forster makes clear, from the outset. When his petit-bourgeois aspirations come crashing into the Wilcox's nouveauriche philistinism, and the old-money culture of the Schlegel sisters, he is killed; and not simply killed of course-not, as it seems at first blush, murdered by Charles Wilcox with the Schlegels' ancestral sword, clumsily symbolic though that already would have been-but killed when he pulls down upon himself the elegant bookcase of the Schlegels' library, become Howards End's library, and dies of a broken heart. Therein hangs a none-too-subtle parable about trying to use a bookcase for social climbing.'
Forster's good friend Virginia Woolf, writing of a very similar elite milieu, reinforces many of Forster's observations in Jacob's Room (1922) : in addition to exploring the cultural under-capitalization of the working classes, however, Woolf is interested in exploring the cultural gap between men and women. Jacob Flanders's first real encounter with those whose "relation to legitimate culture" is characterized by their "avid but anxious, naive but serious way of clutching at it" (Bourdieu, Distinction 327) comes, ironically enough, when he matriculates at Cambridge-indeed, when he visits the home of his tutor for lunch. When he goes up to Oxford, Tibby Schlegel of Howards End finds himself released from the confines of modern city life into a life of pure luxury; Jacob Flanders, on the other hand-who like Forster's Tibby was based on Virginia Woolf s beloved brother Thoby (who died of typhoid in 1906), and who like Tibby is something of an aesthete-comes to appreciate the cultural richness of his own upbringing by comparison with the petit-bourgeois taste of his tutor:
Cold grey eyes George Plurner had, but in them was an abstract light. He could talk about Persia and the Trade winds, the Reform Bill and the cycle of the harvests. Books were on his shelves by Wells and Shaw; on the table serious sixpenny weeklies written by pale men in muddy boots-the weekly creak and screech of brains rinsed in cold water and wrung dry-melancholy papers. "I don't feel that I know the truth about anything till I've read the both!" said Mrs. Plumer brightly, tapping the table of contents with her bare red hands, upon which the ring looked so incongruous. (27-28)
The Plumers, in short, are both "plumbers" (unimaginative, practically minded) and "plume-ers," hoping to win admiration through their culturally ostentatious show: like the conversation of Leonard Bast, everything they display must "tell." Their tastes are irredeemably middlebrow, even lowbrow; and Jacob nearly flees the house, as from a vision of hell: "'Oh God, oh God, oh God!' exclaimed Jacob, as the four undergraduates left the house. 'Oh, my God!"' (28). The university, at 
. The works of Jane Austen, too, in deference, perhaps, to some one else's standard. Carlyle was a prize. There were books upon the Italian painters of the Renaissance, a Manual of the Diseases of the Horse, and all the usual text-books. (31)
Being rich and cultured secures the luxury of reading just what one likes; this leisure seems, too, to be predominantly the prerogative of men. The one female intellectual we meet in the pages of Jacob's Room, Miss Julia Hedge, is seemingly as inept as Leonard Bast. Having no library of her own she is thrown upon the resources of the British Museum-an ample resource, to be sure, but not hers and, as Woolf is at pains to remind us, not women's, more generally. As she pursues her research Miss Hedge sits with other readers, working "at a considerable depth beneath the famous dome: "Not very long ago the workmen had gilt the final 'y' in Lord Macaulay's name, and the names stretched in unbroken file round the dome of the British Museum" (90). But the effect of the space upon her is different than upon her male fellow-scholars-the dome feels oppressive rather than expansive: "She looked about her. Her eye was caught by the final letter in Lord Macaulay's name. And she read them all round the dome-the names of great men which remind us-'Oh damn,' said Julia Hedge, 'why didn't they leave room for an Eliot or a Bronte?" (91).
Even when her books are at length brought to her table, Julia Hedge is distracted by the leisurely way in which the men in the reading room pursue their work: a disinterested interest that she, like Leonard Bast (though for reasons of gender rather than class), cannot afford to imitate: "When her books came she applied herself to her gigantic labours, but perceived through one of the nerves of her exasperated sensibility how composedly, unconcernedly, and with every consideration the male readers applied themselves to theirs" (92). The argument here bears important similarities to that Woolf will lay out in greater detail in A Room of One's Own (1929) : that women have been systematically denied the material, economic, educational, and cultural resources necessary to mature as artists. But while in the later text Woolf summarizes her remedy in the famous "five hundred a year and a room with a lock on the door" (109), the scene in Jacob's Room suggests another desiderata, if not absolute requirement, for artistic and intellectual greatness in women: a library of one's own, within which one might, as Woolf told the women of Newnham and Girton Colleges in October 1928 they must, learn to "think back through [their] mothers" (79) . ' The project of acquiring cultural capital is, then, conspicuously gendered; it has a different contour, as well, in the soon-to-be post-colonial atmosphere Joyce invokes in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. Because he's a young man of genuine learning and elite cultural attainments, we tend to forget that very little distinguishes Stephen Dedalus's class standing from that of Leonard Bast-that like Bast, in Forster's phrase, Stephen "was not in the abyss, but he could see it" (47). Joyce is, of course, especially adept at betraying a character's social and cultural liabilities with a simple phrase; in one of his formulations he called such utterances "epiphanies," and declared that it was the job of the man of letters to record them faithfully. One of these epiphanies-in which a middle-or lowermiddle-class student betrays his real social standing while attempting to "pass" as a young gentleman of leisure-is recorded in the familiar encounter between Stephen Dedalus and his classmates Heron, Boland, and Nash in chapter two. Heron, of course, takes upon himself the job of disciplining Stephen for both his theological heresy (suggesting that the soul cannot approach nearer to the Creator) and, more importantly, his literary heresy (believing Byron to be a better poet than Tennyson). The scene is rife with a nervous energy submerged beneath a showy display of cultural capital which, for these boys, is merely on loan: Tennyson: "We have all his poetry at home in a book." The boys collectively speak of their fathers' bookcases but not their "studies" or "librariesu-a culturally important architectural distinction that's lost on them. And Nash responds to the mention of Tennyson, a bit too eagerly, as to a name on the spine of a volume on his father's bookshelf, rather than as a body of poetry with which he is familiar. Tennyson's poetry is important because it's on the bookcase; it's not on the bookcase because it's important. In short, something's rather wrong here.
As soon as the boys had turned into
Furthermore, a book in Joyce's Dublin is almost always a British commodity. Consider, for instance, Joyce's story "An Encounter," in which Father Butler reprimands Leo Dillon for smuggling an American adventure story into the theater of Roman history: 
One day when Father Butler was hearing the four pages of Roman History clumsy Leo Dillon was discovered with a copy of

boys. (Dubliners 20)
The fact remains, however, that the students' Roman history text was itself doubtless printed in England, and sold to the Irish school at a considerable profit. Books-respectable books, like Leo Dillon's Roman history text, or the books of elite literary culture that the narrator boasts of having read while conversing with the queer old josser at the story's end-are of course something of a trophy, a symbol of cultural attainment, a portable piece of symbolic and cultural capital; but in the Irish context they are most often, as well, evidence of a kind of treachery.
For while Irish authors writing in English have enjoyed disproportionate success in infiltrating the English literary canon-a fad that Joyce points out, along the way, in the "Oxen of the Sun" chapter of Lllysses-they've been spectacularly unsuccessful in putting those texts into print on their native soil, unsuccessful in seizing the means of production. In his memoir of a life in publishing, John M.
Feehan, founder of the Cork-based Mercier Press, writes of what he calls the "special difficulties which face the Irish publisher publishing in Ireland." He puts the point rather bluntly, as if it needed no further explanation: "In the first place, there is no publishing tradition here, as there is in England, or even in America" (19). An anonymous contributor to the magazine the Irish Builder in June 1878 lamented this same stubborn fact of Irish intellectual life: "At present the Irish publishing trade is almost non-existent. Our publishers are nominal booksellers in fact, and mere English and Scotch publishers' agents .... The London mint mark is still thought indispensable to sell a book-a London publisher's name, even though a Dublin typographer turns out the work" ("Notes" 212-13). Hence to don the trappings of culture in turn-of-the-century Dublin required the purchase of texts--even nominally "Irish texts-which had been published in England then exported to Ireland and sold at a huge profit.
Thus-to come back to Joyce's fiction-it's significant that Gabriel Conroy betrays his country in the pages of a conservative newspaper by writing, specifically, about books: In his own silent narrative of exculpation, Gabriel moves quickly past the potential political implications of his book reviewing, and quickly past profit as a motive, to assert instead his prerogative as a bibliophile-presumably putting him beyond all questions of politics, nation, or economics. What Gabriel cannot see-or perhaps is simply unwilling to see-is that every bibliophile in turn-ofthe-century Dublin, unless he were willing to restrict his reading to the very narrowest of syllabi (as perhaps Molly Ivors has done), was a West Briton. As if recognizing his politically compromised position, Gabriel briefly considers dropping the lines in his after-dinner speech from Robert Browning and replacing them with "some quotation ... from the Melodies" (179). But even Thomas Moore's Irish Melodies, in an irony certainly not lost on Joyce, would have been available to Gabriel only in an edition published in London. At the turn of the century, Irish culture generally, and Anglo-Irish literature specifically, had to be got by way of London: as Stephen Dedalus declares in another context in A Portrait of the Artist, "the shortest way to Tara [is] via Holyhead" (250). The figure of Haines, in the opening chapter of Ulysses-visiting Dublin, scouting for authentic Irish folk-is an almost comic reminder of this oppressive fact of Irish cultural life. According to Buck Mulligan, Haines's "old fellow made his tin by selling jalap to Zulus or some bloody swindle or other" (6); apparently Haines intends to do the same to the Irish, selling their culture back to them with the imprimatur of the British empire. Thus if Joyce puts an awful lot of social pressure on Nash's throwaway line ("We have all his poetry at home in a book"), he does do with good reason. In so saying, Nash confirms that he but lives where motley is worn; he is a member of the "race of clodhoppers" (249) that Stephen condemns in his diary.
But so too is Stephen, and he knows it. This is part of Stephen's insecurity in speaking with the English-born dean of studies in Chapter V of A Portrait: he's afraid that his use of the word "tundish has outed him as a spy in the House of Culture. "The little word seemed to have turned a rapier point of [Stephen's] sensitiveness against this courteous and vigilant foe. He felt with a smart of dejection that the man to whom he was speaking was a countryman of Ben Jonson" (189)-and so on, in a passionate passage that many could recite from memory. As Stephen later records with some exasperation in his diary, his use of the word was perfect, more English than the English: "That tundish has been on my mind for a long time. I looked it up and find it English and good old blunt English too. Damn the dean of studies and his funnel! What did he come here for to teach us his own language or to learn it from us. Damn him one way or the other!" (251). The point, however-what Stephen calls the "rapier pointt'-is not that Stephen is, technically, correct; the real point is that the dean's challenge reveals a large fund of doubt and shame that confirms Stephen's role as an outsider.
As they are portrayed to the lower-middle class in Ireland-especially in the elitist educational institutions that Joyce focuses in on-books are a kind of skeleton key to a culture from which these boys' families have been mysteriously, subtly shut out. This helps to explain, for instance, the circular logic of awarding books as school prizes. But it's a key that, seemingly, works only to the degree that one loses awareness of it; as Eliot writes in The Waste Land, "Thinking of the key, each in his prison / Thinking of the key, each confirms a prison" (79).
Crossing not just the Irish Sea but the Atlantic Ocean for a final example of modernism's library scene, we might consider what the character called "owleyes" finds in the library during one of Jay Gatsby's big summer parties. Loolung for his host along with Jordan Baker, Nick Carraway narrates:
O n a chance we tried an important-looking door, and walked into a high Gothic library, panelled Nick later refers to Gatsby's library as "the Merton College Library" (96), in scare-quotes, as if to underscore its shallow pretensions; it's not a library so much as a "library," a simulacrum of some recognized token of cultural attainment (and analogous, in this respect, to Gatsby's "Oxford education," also haunted by invisible scare quotes). Hence the owl-eyed man's comparison of Gatsby's library to the stage sets of late-nineteenth-and early twentieth-century American theatrical manager and producer David Belasco." Most importantly, Gatsby knows the limits of our credulity, and doesn't push the illusion so far as to cut the pages, suggesting that he'd actually read, or even looked into, the books. In this way, the books in Gatsby's library are most closely associated with the beautiful gold and silver shirts he offers in a lascivious display to Daisy, though calculated to appeal to a different segment of his audience: all exchange value, no use value whatever. Thus, they function quite differently from the nicely bound but eminently useful books with which Nick furnishes his rented house; "I bought a dozen volumes on banking and credit and investment securities," Nick tells us, "and they stood on my shelf in red and gold like new money from the mintf' (8). But of course Gatsby is after old, not new, money.
La plus Fa change.. .. Jumping ahead three-quarters of a century, and in spite of the huge advances in textual and media technology, much of the posturing and cultural desperation that we've seen playing out in these late Victorian and early modernist texts are still very familiar to us today. During the modernist period, an important cultural power vacuum opened up, in which the cultural prestige (what Bourdieu dubs "distinction") traditionally accorded to, variously, literacy, books, private libraries, and literary learning, recedes in the face of a greatly democratized print culture.
The Modern Library 100 list promulgated by Random House in 1998 sent lifelong learners and autodidacts of all ages back to the bookstores to fill in their gaps; a glance at the homepage of the most distinguished used book store in this country, if not the English-speaking world-Strand Books, in Manhattan-provides a link to their "Books by the Foot" service, where customers can avoid the time and bother of putting together an individualized library and can, instead, acquire the services of "experts in building libraries according to the most demanding subject and design specifications, and we've got a seemingly endless stock from which to choose. From 3 feet to 3000 feet, we've got the titles that you'll want in a vast array of colors, bindings and subjects." Indeed, a recent novel, Lighfning Field, features as its protagonist a lifestyle consultant, along the lines of the fellow employed by Max, Amabel, and a host of others in Green's Party Going, who will get you a life if you don't have the time or energy to get your own: .
Counterfeit cultural capital is, of course, nothing very new; a June 1934 parody in Vanity Fair called "The People's Joyce," for instance, coached social climbers in how to bluff their way through cocktail-party chatter about Ulysses."
Perhaps the most troubling aspect turned up by this examination of the quest for cultural (and specifically literary) capital among members of the middle class, since the acquisition of a small private library became open to them, is the sense in which books have become commodified, but cultural capital, or culture, or Arnold's "tact," remains ineffable, incommunicable. Vanity Fair could afford to be glib about memorizing witticisms regarding Ulysses precisely because the social standing of its readers didn't depend on such cultural knowledge: a reader of Vanify Fair might fear losing his or her class standing, but stood in no need of rising, of trying to make his knowledge "tell." For men like Leonard Bast, on the other hand, the promise was made-by Arnold, by Ruskin, and by a host of others-that literature and the arts could provide a stairway to heaven; and yet, strangely, no amount of self-study ever seemed to suffice. For members of what Veblen called the "leisure class," an easy knowledge of the arts was desirable, but not necessary; for members of the working class, they were desirable, but by no means sufficient. Cultural capital, exchanged between members of the privileged classes like a kind of secret handshake, confirmed members in their secret fraternity; but when attempted by those outside the charmed circle, the effect was only to confirm their unfitness for membership.
Indeed, in some ways little has changed since the ancien regime about which Roger Chartier writes in The Order of Books. Literary capital is still an important component of more broadly based cultural capital: the recent resurgence of interest in continuing education courses on the Great Books is one index of this. But as in the ancien rkgime, the cultural elite would seem to give with one hand while talung away with the other:
[Tlhe fact that an entire society shared the same objects invited a search for new differences to mark distances that had been maintained. (15) (16) In Thomas Pynchon's The Crying $Lot 49, it is the very act of asking for information about Trystero-the fact that outsider Oedipa Maas pronounces "WASTE" as a word rather than an acronym-that confirms her unworthiness to be let in on the mystery. So, these modernist authors suggest, it is with culture: if you have to ask to be let in, you won't be let in. As a character in Peter De Vries's Let M e Count the Ways explains, "Nobody will ever figure it out. The combination is locked up inside the safe" (39).
Or perhaps hidden in a dummy book, sitting unperturbed on the shelves of the gentleman's library.
